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Soccer Post D.C. Is Growing Its Goalkeeping Business With Reusch As Its
Leader.

Reusch has been an industry leader in goalkeeping for almost 40 years. Soccer Post D.C.
brings Reusch in as its premium goalkeeping brand.

Fairfax, VA (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- Reusch has been outfitting goalkeepers across the world in top-
notch goalie equipment since 1974. As the game of soccer has changed and equipment now takes much more
abuse, Reusch has been dedicated in keeping goalies safe and keeping balls out of their net.

Glove technologies and materials that Reusch use today are more than just foam and plastic sewn together.
Systems like Shockshield™ and ORTHO TEC™ fully protect the goalkeeper from hand injuries, allowing them
to be confident when going into dangerous situations. "Ortho Tec is an inexpensive technology that will keep
goalkeepers out of the emergency room and in the game longer," says Eric Barden, GM at Soccer Post D.C.
The different latex foams used in all the gloves allow for maximum grip in different conditions and protection
to the outside of the hand. Double rib constructed protector sticks in each finger, along with the thumb, are
pressured molded PS-polyamides which keep the fingers from bending backwards while being lightweight and
flexible. Reusch gloves have evolved over the decades, just like the superstars who have had to adapt to the
pressures of the game.

Reusch does more than just make gloves. They manufacture great goalkeeping jerseys with protective foam for
forearm and elbow protection as well as precisely printed silicone grips to allow for better grip when catching a
ball against the chest. A one-of-a-kind pant has been made with Kevlar for 2013 to allow for greater durability
on turf surfaces and better protection on the knees and thighs. Reusch Glove Wash has been a popular product
over the decades for keeping goalkeeping gloves preserved after much wear. Reusch is a goalkeeping company
and the passion is shown in the quality of their products.

Soccer Post D.C. has a wide selection of Reusch products for the Fall and Winter seasons. The expert staff can
answer any questions regarding Reusch products across all price ranges and collections. Remember, the best
offense, is a good defense.
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Contact Information
Eric Barden, General Manager
Soccer Post D.C
http://www.soccerpostdc.com
703-817-1110

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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